
The Power of Positive Thinking

ThePowerofPositive

Thinking

You have probably had someone tell you to 'think positive' when you were in a trying

situation. That is because the power of positive thinking is something that is a widely

held belief - and not without good reason.

Most people easily accept that when you give off positive energy, you can infect others

with that positive energy and that they will return that energy to you. It is basically the

idea that what you put out there will come back to you.

Positive influences are all around us. They exist because people love to feel good.

People prefer the positive to the negative. You can likely relate to this. You would

probably rather be around someone who is upbeat and full of energy than someone who

is depressed and always complaining.

People see that thinking positive and having a positive attitude can play a large role in

their life. Positive thinking can be very powerful and by deliberately putting it to work in

your life; you can reap the positive benefits.
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What is Positive Thinking?

Positive thinking can be defined as thinking good thoughts or simply as being optimistic.

When it comes to positive thinking there is no room for the negative. When you are a

positive thinker, you will always look on the good side of things. You will not dwell on bad

things; instead, you will look for the good in them.

Positive thinking involves avoiding negative thinking. Instead of thinking about what

could go wrong, a positive thinker thinks about what can go right. A positive thinker is

going to look for the good in things. That means they will always try to find something

positive about every situation.

Positive thinking plays a large role in life. A person who thinks positively will end up

having a more rewarding life then someone who thinks negatively. A positive thinker is

going to be able to stay upbeat in any situation, simply because they do not dwell on the

negative. They can always find a way to look at the positive in any situation.

When bad things happen, a positive thinker is not going to let themselves get down and

they are not going to let the bad invade their thoughts. Instead, they are going to look for

positive things and look to find the optimum reaction to the negative situation.

They also adopt a different attitude than a negative thinker when something apparently

negative occurs. A positive thinker does not allow his or her personal involvement

(subjective viewpoint) to dominate. Instead they will try to stand outside the situation

(objective viewpoint) so that they can take a wider view. This allows more upbeat

possibilities to come to mind. They are going to try to stay energized and not allow

themselves to get down.

Positive thinkers are also more proactive. If they feel tired or lazy, they are going to do

something to help bring them back up, rather than give in to feelings of persecution,

irritation, fatalism or self-denigration.
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Positive thinking can be used in every aspect of life, from the little things to major things.

It can be used to help you get through trying times. You can also use it to just make your

average day go a little better.

Positive thinking involves being able to see the good things, even in something bad. It

involves being able to turn off the negative thoughts and replace them with good

thoughts.

Positive thinking will not completely prevent negative feelings when something bad

happens, but it will help you make the fastest possible recovery and minimize any

potential trauma. It will also allow you to assume that good things will come your way

and it will help you project an attitude that will help bring good things your way.

Positive thinking is a mental habit that creates a tendency towards optimism - something

that allows you to turn things that initially seem negative into positives. Positive thinking

will open your eyes and your life to a world that is brighter and better than the negative

one most people dwell in, and this positive attitude will automatically be reflected in your

fortunes.

Positive thinking will help you grow and be open to success. Through positive thinking,

you will be able to allow yourself to start to envision your life as being positive and

powerful. You will open up the door for good things to happen in your life.
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Lookingat itFromaChild'sView

Perhaps the greatest teacher of positive thinking is a child. Children are the ultimate

positive thinkers. They have not learned that life throws curves and that challenges are

around every corner. They look at life as a big adventure. Maybe you should adopt that

way of thinking.

Think about a child in your life. They seem to have no fear of new things. They will try

anything once. They love life and are optimistic and happy. Children love to explore the

world and what life has to offer. They are willing to put themselves out there just to learn.

Children have to have this amazement for life. This is how they learn and how they

develop their identity. It allows them to live in a positive manner.

Children do not dwell on the negative because they just naturally move on to something

'nicer'. They do not know about all the bad that the world holds because you shelter

them from that, so they simply expect good things in life.

Let yourself develop that child-like faith. Stop yourself from dwelling on the bad in life -

the depressing 'news' we are all fed by the media - and start looking for the positive

instead.

Think about that saying 'stop and smell the roses'. A child would do that, but would you?

Chances are it is not likely you would. So, change that about yourself.

Slow down and take time to enjoy life. Stop filling everyday with to do's. Enjoy life and

you will soon find it is easy to embrace the positive.

Here are some things that children do that you can bring into your life. These things will

help you to be able to look at the positive instead of the negative.

1. Explore new things. Instead of walking away from the unknown, walk towards it.

Children are always exploring. This is how they learn. Let yourself start exploring

again.
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2. Do not walk away from a challenge. When children are challenged, they get

excited and look at it as a game. Let yourself accept challenges instead of

walking away.

3. Make a mess. Children are messy. They love to make messes, but most of the

time it is not just to make you mad. Children make messes because they are

learning and they simply do not care if they get a little messy in the process.

Happiness can be messy and unrestricted.

4. Ignore the rules. Children ignore the rules all the time. Often it gets them into

trouble, but many times, they end up having a fun time simply because they are

doing something they were specifically told not to do. Defying authority can be an

adrenaline rush. Break a few rules now and then and let yourself feel like a kid

again.

5. Pretend. This is very important. Make believe is a big part of being a child.

Almost everything they do revolves around pretending. And the same is true of

adults, except that their pretending gets stuck. So imagine yourself into the part

of someone you admire, and behave as you imagine they would behave in a

particular situation. At first it feels like play-acting (and it is!) but it will quickly

become the way YOU naturally behave.

There are plenty more ways you can use the influence of a child to drive your progress

towards a positive attitude. You should watch children play. Just see what they do and

take notes on how different their lives are from yours. How do they get through the day

without stressing about every little thing?

Do not let yourself get hung up on the fact that they do not have responsibility.

Responsibility should in no way hold you back from being positive. It is just an excuse

and excuses kill the positive attitude you are working so hard to build.

Just focus on being child-like. Let yourself be free and just love life.
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Why is Positive ThinkingPowerful?

Positive thinking is, obviously, something that can have a great impact on a person.

What is hard to understand is why positive thinking is so powerful. That involves taking a

good look at how positive thinking works.

Positive thinking works in three different ways. First, it works on you and your general

attitude. Second, it works on those around you. Lastly, it has a way of influencing your

environment. How exactly positive thinking works on these things is, open for debate,

though.

Some people believe that positive thinking is related to karma. That whatever you put

out there comes back to you. Others believe that positive thinking is a mental thing that

triggers positive things (Law of Attraction). Whatever your beliefs, it is hard to doubt the

power of positive thinking.

You will quickly feel how powerful positive thinking is. Once you start to implement

positive thinking in your life, you will start to see it work for you. Positive thinking has a

way of changing your whole view on life. You will start to find the good in things and that

will make you happy. You will be less likely to feel down and instead you will allow

positive thinking to guide you to happy thoughts.

You will start to do everything in a more positive way, including how you treat others.

This will not go unnoticed. Your interaction with others plays a large part in your life.

Other people are going to be greatly influenced by your positive thinking. You will start to

see this because they are going to start treating you differently. Others will sense your

positive attitude and they will treat you in a positive way. Someone who is often rude or

just inattentive to you will likely start to treat you in a nice way or pay more attention to

you.

You will start to find that people are more likely to offer you help when you need it -

sometimes people you have never met before. Your positive attitude may even be

contagious. You may start to see people you spend a lot of time with exhibiting your own

positive attitude and positive thinking.
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Positive thinking has a way of even influencing your environment, but it may not be in

the way you think. Just because you think positive does not mean that everything will

automatically go your way but overall, MORE things will start going your way than ever

before. Also, when you think positively you will be less likely to see the negative in

things and therefore your environment will appear to change. You will probably start to

notice the little things more than ever before and that will have a nice effect on you.

Positive thinking will allow you to believe in yourself. It will allow you to believe that you

can accomplish something if you put your mind to it. You will be able to set goals and

reach them because you will believe that you can do it. You will not have negative

thoughts to hold you back.

Positive thinking is very influential. It is going to start to shape everyone and everything

around you. You are going to see the great power it has almost immediately. The power

of positive thinking is not subtle.

You have to make an effort to let positive thinking start turning all your thoughts and

ideas into positive thoughts and ideas. It is up to you to start pushing the negativity out of

your head and let positive thoughts guide you. What is initially an effort will quickly

become habit - and this is when you can expect things to change. When you start to find

your thoughts, drifting to the negative it is your responsibility to make an effort to make

them positive instead. Go ahead and train yourself to always find the positive in

anything. One you do this it will go a long way towards changing your attitude.

The power of positive thinking is that it will shape your life. Positivism is so contagious

that it will affect the world around you. You will start to see positive thinking everywhere

you go.

Positive thinking has a power that is undeniable. It is something that will have such a

great impact on you and your life that you will wonder how you ever lived before putting

it to work in your life.

The true power of positive thinking is that it allows you to live life to its fullest potential

and experience all has to offer, without letting negativity stand in your way.
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PositiveThinkingandBodyLanguage

Body language is something that we are not often aware of, but it sometimes can say

more than our words ever could. That is why it is so important to pay attention to body

language and always be aware of what it is saying to others.

Body language is the movements of your body, the way you hold your body, and facial

expressions, including eye movement. It often corresponds with our attitudes and

sometimes contradicts what our words are saying.

When our body language and our words do not match, people are likely to believe the

body language as it is often an unconscious thing that gives away the truth.

When you are trying to implement positive thinking in your life, you also have to

implement positive body language. When you are truly committed to a positive way of

thinking then your body language will follow. However, if you are not whole-heartedly into

positive thinking your body language could give you away.

It is very important that when you want to put positive thinking to work in your life that

you become aware of your body language. You may actual want to learn a little about

body language so that you can recognize negative body language and not let it interfere

with your positive thinking and attitude.

A great example of how body language can affect others and reflect your inner feelings

is the smile.

It is likely that you have smiled at a stranger at some time - perhaps when something

amusing was going on, or as a sign of mutual involvement, or maybe just when passing

when out walking.

What happened? Probably what happened is that they smiled back (if they did not, then

they probably had social problems of some kind). And their act of smiling will have made

them feel better too. Do you know that your smile probably prompted them to smile at
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someone else and so on - so your smile was contagious and the world became a slightly

better place because of it!

Smiles have a way of affecting people. One smile you give a stranger could prove to be

just the motivation someone needs to be cheerful that day instead of grumpy, to help

someone out rather than ignore them, to buy a present for a loved one simply because

they felt good. You never know.

Besides being contagious, a smile tells others you are happy. It says you are having a

good day and you want to share that with them. A smile is powerful body language.

It is also common when you approach a situation in a cheerful manner with positive body

language that you end up having a positive experience. People are more likely to help

you and to go out of their way to make sure you get what you need when you approach

things in a positive manner.

You should definitely learn about body language and make sure you avoid negative body

language. It will take some effort at first until you train your body not use negative body

language.

Body language can be a dead give away that your true feelings are not positive. That is

why part of positive thinking involves positive body language.
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Positive Thinking's Biggest Threat

You may believe, after reading this far, that negative thoughts are positive thinking's

biggest enemy, but that is wrong. As mentioned earlier positive thinking's biggest enemy

is excuses.

When you make an excuse, you are opening a door for negative thoughts. Excuses are

just your way of trying to trick your mind. You are trying to pass on responsibility for

something every time you make an excuse.

Excuses can make becoming a positive thinker very difficult. If you are someone who is

used to making excuses, then you will have a hard time becoming a positive thinker

unless you stop making excuses.

Excuses are something that can make your mind think it is doing positive things when it

really is not. An excuse will just make you think you are okay and not being negative at

all, but in reality using an excuse is just a negative thought in disguise.

In order to be a positive thinker and put the power of positive thinking to work in your life,

you have to get rid of the excuses. If you feel that you are about to make an excuse,

then stop. Think about why you are making the excuse. What are you going to get from

it? What benefit does this excuse have?

Try to identify what is really going on and why you feel you need to make the excuse.

Are you just trying to sneak in a negative thought and trying to explain to your positive

side why it is okay? This is common, especially when a person is just beginning to use

the power of positive thinking.

Do not give up, though, if you start to find yourself making excuses. Just learn to be

aware of this common tactic your brain has to try to keep the negative hanging around.
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Putting the Power of Positive Thinking to

Work inYourLife

Many times people are drawn to the negative, so implementing positive thinking can be

some work. You literally have to train your brain to think positive. You have to learn how

to rid your mid of negative thoughts.

It may seem simple to think positive, but when you are used to thinking negatively, it can

be quite difficult. You will be naturally inclined to go to the negative. You really have to

make a conscious effort to fight off the negative and only stick with the positive. It can be

a battle, but you can do it.

Ironically, by being a positive thinker, your issues with fighting off negative thoughts will

actual be made easier. That is because your positive thoughts are going to be telling you

that you can fight off the negative thoughts and that you can overcome them. You will

have the necessary will power to stop negative thoughts in their tracks.

You will have to fully immerse yourself into positive thinking. You will have to surround

yourself with positive influences. You have to be very focused on the positive and be

committed to pushing away the negative.

Here are some things you can try to bring a positive spin to your life and make positive

thinking easier:

• Read about positive thinking and positive things. This includes reading books

that are upbeat. You could also read inspirational things to help you get into the

positive way of thinking.

• Use visualization. You have to imagine yourself being positive, acting positive

and thinking positive. You should picture positive things in your mind and allow

yourself to think about positive situations.
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• Don't blame or complain. Instead work out what you can do to correct a

situation that involves you, and do it. In the end, negative things affect you

because you allow them to in one way or another. Find the positive way to turn

things around.

• Use positive words. Avoid negative words. Try to always make your

conversations and thoughts positive. When you are thinking to yourself, use

positive words. When you are talking to others, use positive words.

• Smile. Use your smile to project your positive attitude. Let your smile speak for

you. If you do nothing else, then put a smile on your face. It will do a world of

wonder. Smile even when you are on the phone - people will pick this up

subliminally.

• Never allow yourself to quit. A quitter's attitude is a big dose of negativity.

Besides that if you quit, you will never succeed and failure makes it hard to keep

positive. Quitting is a form of laziness and laziness is a symptom of negative

thinking. When you think positively, you will not feel lazy because you know your

positive actions will change things.

• Be aware of negative thoughts.When you have a negative thought, you have

to recognize it. You should figure out where it came from, why you are having it

and how to deal with it. Being a positive thinker does not mean you can avoid all

negative things. It means you learn how to constructively deal with them and not

let them take you over. Your nature becomes to move upward, not downward.

• Be persistent with positive thinking. You cannot let even one day go by

without making sure you are thinking positive. You have to constantly be working

on it until it becomes second nature.

• Identify fears that cause you to think negatively. Often when a fear is

confronted, it ends up being not as intimidating as it first seems. Fear is simply

your lack of being able to see that bad things will not necessarily happen. When

you learn to let go of fear and trust in yourself you will see it is easier to stay

positive.
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• Watch your emotions. Try to stick to feelings of happiness, success and

strength dominate you. Try to avoid feelings of weakness, fear and self-doubt.

Whenever you feel a negative emotion, try to step outside yourself and observe

what conditioning is causing that feeling. By identifying the cause you can

dispense with the emotion.

• Do things that make you happy.Watch happy movies, read happy books and

listen to happy music. Surround yourself with happiness and you will begin to

react to that.

• Hang out with other positive thinkers. Try to avoid people who are often sad

or unhappy. Avoid those who speak negatively or who act in a negative manner.

You have to make positive thinking your new lifestyle. It is just like changing your diet.

Let's say you are giving up carbs. You are not going to tempt yourself with breads or

really want to be around people who like a lot of sweet things. The same can be said for

positive thinking.

You are not going to tempt yourself with negative thoughts or want to be around people

who are negative. You have to reshape your life so it fits your new style of thinking. Be

polite, but stay away from anyone who continually tries to infect others with their

negativity.
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AreYouReady?

You may want to make sure that you are ready for such a change in your life. You should

ask yourself if you are ready to be appositive thinker. Are you ready to make the effort to

deliberately let go of the negative? Are you ready to be optimistic, no matter what? Can

you really let go of the worries and irritations and look on the bright side of things? Are

you willing to put forth the work that is necessary to become a positive thinker? You have

to answer yes to these questions in order to truly be able to become a positive thinker.

But its not an all or nothing change. Just changing a few little things is a start. The more

you can understand your own negative reactions to various situations, the easier it is to

change. Analyzing yourself and your behavior as if you were a bystander is crucial. Start

to create an objective 'watcher' within yourself who will remind you when you are being

negative, and help you understand why.

It can help to set goals. Goals are very powerful. They can drive you and help you to

accomplish things. When you have a set of goals, you work harder and you feel as if you

have to accomplish them. You should set reasonable goals to help pave your way

towards positive thinking.

Through using goals, you can make your path to positive thinking much easier. You can

watch your progress and be able to track how you are doing at implementing positive

thinking in your life.

Becoming a positive thinker is something anyone can do. It is a matter of just putting

your mind to it. It is going to take some work, but it is well worth it. And these days there

are many 'tools' that can help enormously, such as e-books with new information, self-

hypnosis and subliminal recordings, brainwave entrainment and so on.
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The Impact of Positive Thinking

Positive thinking can have a huge impact in your life. It really does have 'power' - the

power to change your world. Once you start to bring positive thinking into your life you

are going to start seeing it at work. There is no doubt that you will begin to see rewards

for all your efforts - and quickly.

Positive thinking has a way of infecting everything in your life. You will begin by starting

to wake up and go through your day feeling happy and upbeat. You will see the feelings

of sadness start to fade away until eventually all you feel is happy, no matter what the

current circumstances are in your life.

You will also see others start to treat your differently. You will begin to be greeted with

positive words and actions. You will start to see your positive attitude become contagious

and the people around you will begin to adopt your positive thinking.

You will begin to be able to handle situations better. When something bad happens, you

will not fall apart, but rather look for something positive to focus on and help you through

it. By taking the wider view, you will also be able to see the end of your troubles and that

will make getting through a difficult situation much easier.

You will begin to look at life in a different way. No longer will you fear the unknown, but

you will embrace it and begin to actually enjoy learning new things and tackling

challenges. Opportunities you would never have even spotted will appear all the time.

Positive thinking can do all of this for you. It can really reshape your life. It can help you

live the life you have always wanted. You will be able to accomplish more and to reach

goals that you once doubted were even possible. The impossible will become the

possible. It may seem crazy to believe that by simply changing the way you think can

change your life, but it is true. Positive thinking can change your life because it engages

the power of your subconscious mind. The power of positive thinking is real - and it

works.
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ThePowerofPositiveThinkingatWork

It can be helpful to get an example of how something works in order to understand how it

can work for you. Here is a story about 'John' and how the power of positive thinking

influenced his life. (The name has been changed to protect the privacy of the individual

this story is based on).

John was in the middle of a very nasty divorce. His soon to be ex-wife was fighting him

all the way about everything possible. He had trouble sleeping, eating and felt himself

slipping into deep depression.

Every time he had to meet with his attorney, he experienced stomach pains and he was

sure he was getting an ulcer. He was constantly worried about being able to make it on

his own after the divorce was finalized. He also worried about how this all was effecting

his two children.

John was in a very bad place. Then, one day, he ran across some information about the

power of positive thinking. He was so interested in what he read that he decided to see if

it could work in his life.

John started to become aware of his thoughts and the causes of his negative emotions.

He started to deliberately push all the negative thoughts out of his mind, and to reframe

every situation and development in more positive terms.

After a while, instead of approaching his situation with fear, he found himself going

towards the future with courage. He decided what outcome would be best for him and

his children, then stood his ground and did not give in. He laid down his demands and

stuck to them. He stopped letting himself be walked all over by his ex, or intimidated by

the various legal people he had to deal with, seeing them as just ordinary people with

their own sets of problems.

John began thinking positively about his situation. He began envisioning the positive

outcome he had decided on. He stopped letting himself get depressed about what was

happening in his life and started looking at all the positive things he had gotten out of it.
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He began to see the situation as being as much the fault of his ex wife as himself, but

irrespective of causes, decided that it was up to him to bring about the best solutions for

his own benefit and that of his children.

Now that he was separated, he felt happier and experiencing a new freedom. He

realized that the marriage was simply a mistake and that everyone makes such mistakes

- there was absolutely no reason to beat himself up about it. Now there were new

choices, and the real possibility of finding the genuine companionship and love that had

been missing from his relationship all along. He could do whatever he wanted without

having his wife put him down. He could become closer than ever to his kids because he

now cherished the limited time he was able to spend with them. And without his ex

pounding his credit card mercilessly, he was able to get his financial affairs in order, too.

John was able to get through the divorce. He came out in the end without losing

everything, being able to maintain a good relationship with his kids and even being able

to somehow maintain a civil relationship with his ex.

By changing to a positive attitude, he was able to stop letting everything get him down.

He was able to get through the trying situation without letting himself fall apart. In the

end, the power of positive thinking was working for John, just as it can work for you.

You can see through John's story that positive thinking can get you through the rough

times. It is not hard to believe that it can get you through every day, too. Just as John

changed his attitude and his way of thinking, so can you. You can make positive thinking

work in your life and start turning your bad situations into good ones. You can get

favorable results and outcomes, too.
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SummingItUp

The power of positive thinking cannot be denied. Once you have seen it at work you will

believe in it. Once you experience it you will wonder how you ever got by without it.

You have learned a lot about positive thinking and how powerful it is. You have learned

how to define positive thinking, aspects of positive thinking and how exactly positive

thinking works.

You have been given tips and advice to help you turn yourself into a positive thinker and

how to use that new positive thinking power to change your life.

Positive thinking is a complete life change. It is more than just thinking with a can do

attitude. Positive thinking is a life style and you have to adapt everything in your life to fit

with your positive thinking life style.

You will see massive changes in yourself and those around you once you bring positive

thinking into your life. The power of positive thinking is not a myth. It is true and real. You

will see it if you begin to live with positive thinking.

The benefits are hard to deny. Once you start thinking positive you will begin to reap the

rewards. It is not hard, either.

All it takes is some focused work to train your mind into positive thinking. With some

work you will soon be able to put the power of positive thinking to work in your life.

Remember the story of John and how he used the power of positive thinking to get past

a really tough time in his life. Also, keep in mind how excuses can work against you in

your goal to become a positive thinker.

Keep everything in your mind that you have learned so that you are ready to become a

positive thinker and to be able to really benefit form the power of positive thinking.
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Do not walk away from reading this and forget what you have learned. There are some

valuable lessons, from learning to think like a child to how to stop negative thoughts.

This information is going to be the backbone of your quest to positive thinking.

Do not let yourself live without giving the power of positive thinking a try. It is well worth

the work. You can be a positive thinker and you can change your life through the power

of positive thinking.

End
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